ABSTRACT
Introduction
With the continuous development of the projection display technology, the large plane multi-projector displays technique has been widely used in various fields to meet people's increasing demand for high-resolution display. Large plane multi-projector displays are often created by combining tiled imaging elements. In practice, even if the geometric calibration is perfect, it still can not achieve seamless tiled multi-projector display, because of the differences in color.
The problems in achieving color and photometric uniformity of a multi-projector display can be divided into two classes [1] . Taking these causes into account, the work of color calibration is carried on in three aspects: calibration within each projector, calibration between the adjacent projectors, and calibration in the overlapping region of projectors. At present, the methods of color calibration mainly fall into two groups. One group is using advanced measuring instruments, such as spectroradiometer [1] , colorimeter [2, 3] , etc. to obtain accurate information for color calibration. The other is extracting information of color intensity from the camera feedback [4, 5] . The advantage of the former is that the accurate information obtained by the instruments guarantees the success of color calibration. But the problem is the professional instruments are usually too expensive to be afforded. The latter method greatly reduces the cost, but it brings the drawback of information imprecise at the same time.
This paper presents an approach of color calibration to achieve seamless tiled multi-projector display. One camera is used to get the information of each color channel with different pixel values. Then the projector's color transfer function for each channel is constructed using cubic B-spline.
Background

Color Map
The color reproduction process of a display system can be described as follow [2] . An RGB triple (r, g, b) in the graphics frame buffer is converted to either an analog voltage or digital bits and sent to the projector. The projector then combines lights of three primary colors proportionally to form the desired color.
The gamut of a display device is the set of all repro-ducible colors. The gamut of a color transfer function F can be formally defined as
If it meets the following equation
We call the gamut an additive gamut. The three channels RGB are independent of each other.
Cubic B-Spline [6]
The B-spline curve with u and k as its parameter and power respectively can be denoted as follow: 
, we can construct the cubic B-spline curve which goes through the n typical data points as follows: if we set the control points as
, the th r function of the cubic B-spline curve is: 
Where
are 2 n  unknown parameters with only n functions. So we have to add two endpoints premises:
1) For open curve: set 0
2) For close curve: set
Color Transfer Function
Color matching can be achieved through the color map: What we should do is to construct the color transfer function F for the project system. To be simplified, we assume the gamut additive, thus each channel of the color image is treated separately. In this paper, we only introduce the process of channel R. The other two channels, G and B, are similar to channel R. We can construct the color transfer function of channel R with the following steps.
1) Create 18 images. Set the value of channels G and B to 0, and sample the value of channel R within [0, 255] uniformly spaced of 15. So we get the sampled values of channel   0,15, 30, , 255 R   . 2) Project these 18 images to the display wall in turn, and capture the images on the display wall.
3) Calculate the average pixel value of these 18 photos separately. We regard the average as the response of project for each corresponding pixel value.
4) Calculate the control points using cubic B-spline, with the 18 original pixel values and their response values.
5) According to these control points, construct the color transfer function of the channel R using cubic Bspline. Now we get the color map of channel R of the projector.
Color Look-up-Table
We get the color transfer function of every projector through the above steps. Now we have to linearize the color transfer function for each projector, and match the color of adjacent projectors.
The color transfer function of projector is a non-linear S-curve [7] . What we should do is to correct this nonlinear S-curve into a power function which is approximately linear. The power of function is the Gamma. Generally in order to reflect the true color of the image, we hope the value of gamma is 1.
We can create the color map through the following steps:
1) Determine the common range of the color output of the projectors, and get the desired transfer function. 1 2 , P P represent the two adjacent projectors. 1 2 , F F are the color transfer function of 1 2 , P P respectively. In Figure 1 , 1 1 , L H are the minimum and maximum response respectively when the pixel is sent by projector 
, L H are the minimum and maximum response respectively when the pixel is sent by projector 2 P , that is, 
F is the desired response curve when gamma is 1,
2) Create the color map, and modify the original pixel value.
In Figure 2 , i F is the color transfer function of one projector, and F is the desired response curve. For any pixel A in the image, we expect its corresponding output is B. By calculating the inverse function of i F , we know the input should be C if B is the output. So we should modify A to be C. The formula is
Create color look-up-table (LUT) for each project using the formula. Modify the original pixel with the LUT before the image is sent. In the experiment, we also can do some work about general color calibration, for example the brightness, contrast and gamma correction for each channel. Through the work above, now the color uniformity is achieved.
Alpha Blending in Overlapping Regions
Another important issue need to be addressed is the color blending of the overlapping regions in the projector display. There will be optical bright band phenomena in the overlapping region if we do nothing with it. The purpose of alpha blending is to eliminate the bright band effect, and achieve seamless tiled multi-projector display.
We add an alpha channel which represents the transparency of the image, because the 24-bit image only contains channels RGB. The value of alpha ranges from 0 to 1, with 256 levels. When alpha is 1, the 255 th level, it is opaque. When alpha is 0, the 0 th , it is transparent. When alpha is between 0 and 1, it is partially transparent [8] . The next step is to assign different gray values to alpha channel.
In the experiment, we have identified the overlapping region of adjacent projectors and their corresponding positions based on the geometric calibration. For pixels which are not in the overlapping region, their alpha value is 1. For the others, the alpha value can be calculated as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 :
Let's normalize the coordinates of the overlapping region into 0 and 1. 0 means the beginning of the overlapping region while 1 means the ending. For the image on the right side, the alpha value can be obtained with the following function:
For image on the left, the alpha value is   1 f x  . In the overlapping region, the curve can go through the point 0.5, which means that the pixels in each image have equal contribution to the final pixel value. The precise curvature depends on the parameters "p". The blend is linear when p = 1, and with the increase of p, the curve is increasingly steep near the point 0.5. It is likely to result in visible step on the edges of the overlapping region. The result is shown oin Figure 5. 
Experiment Results
In fact, the result of alpha blending is not good when we set the width of blending region to that of overlapping region.
In the experiment, the width of the overlapping region is 256 pixels, but we can not set the width of the blending region to 256 pixels. From Figure 6 , we find that the overlap turns darker with the blending region becoming wider, and brighter with the blending region becoming narrower. The result is the best when set the width of blending region to 180 pixels.
Next we are going to show the whole image in the color calibration process.
In Figure 7 , the first figure shows the non-uniform of the color between the images before the color calibration and alpha blending. In the second figure, the color of the two images is uniform and consistent on the whole after the color calibration. But it is clear that the brightness of the overlapping region is significantly higher than that of the non-overlapping region. In the third figure, we eliminate the bright band effect and achieve seamless tiled multi-projector display after the alpha blending.
Because of the property "Locality" of B-spline curve, the point   P u in the color transfer curve where
It ensures the accuracy of the color transfer function and the uniformity and consistency of the whole color in the two images.
In the section of alpha blending, the width of the blending region which we set is not that of the overlapping region. We find that the result will be better if the width of the blending region is narrower than that of overlapping region and the parameters "p" of the blending function is 2. 
Conclusions
The color calibration as introduced and studied in this paper is very important in the large plane multi-projector displays. The paper presents an approach of color calibration using cubic B-spline. We take channel R as an example and describe the steps of processing in detail, and channels G and B are similar to it. Because of the advantages of B-spline, it has played an important role in constructing the color transfer function of projector. After this, we also can adjust the brightness, contrast, and gamma value to make the color calibration well, and the experiment results show that it works very well. Finally, we also describe the alpha blending which can eliminate the bright band effect in the overlapping region, and do some relevant experiments. It is worth noting that the blending region is not the overlapping region in the experiment. The width of the blending region is required to be chosen appropriately to achieve seamless tiled.
